Proposal for a Special Session at IEEE RO-MAN 2023

Visual and Haptic Cues for Physical Human-Robot Interaction and Co-Manipulation

Aim and Scope of the Special Session

Nowadays, autonomous robots are capable of very precise motion. However, when physical interaction with humans and environment is also involved, the complexity of the addressed problems increases, requiring dedicated interaction strategies and appropriate perceived information. Specifically, in human-robot co-manipulation, combining high strength and repeatability of manipulators, with the cognitive ability and flexibility of human operators, is a decisive factor in multiple domains (e.g., human-robot object handover or collaborative transportation in industrial and service applications), involving active simultaneous handling of objects between the robot and the human partner.

In these scenarios, effective exploitation of visual and haptic sensing is essential on both sides (robot and human). On one hand, haptic stimuli, both natural and artificial, enable one to feel forces applied to a co-manipulated object, so as to retrieve the co-worker's motion intentions and react accordingly. On the other hand, visual feedback provides complementary information about objects, partner configuration, and state of the environment, thus being of paramount importance for safety, task precision, and planning.

The scope of this special session is to attract state-of-the-art articles on innovative approaches to the use of haptic and visual cues for human-robot interaction and co-manipulation, highlighting the importance of sensory feedback on human and robot sides. The effective exploitation of visuo-tactile cues, also in a multimodal fashion, is essential not only in a number of physical/proximate human-robot co-manipulation tasks (such as human-robot object handover and collaborative object transportation) but also in scenarios demanding high levels of safety and player awareness in remote environments (such as teleoperated robot-assisted medical procedures), using haptics and/or virtual/augmented/extended reality.

The scientific contributions presented in this special session are expected to impact the state-of-the-art with advances in the use of sensory feedback for human-robot interaction and co-manipulation. Novel solutions for visual-haptic feedback and user studies can provide safer human-robot interaction, so as to speed-up the deployment of safe and intuitive robotic systems into our homes, business, and services.
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